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Dataflow in the mobile space 

Dataflow and Big Data 

• Dataflow – Benefits and Problems 

• Von Neumann + Dataflow hybrids 

• Dataflow is dead - Long live Dataflow 

• Research prototype 

• Future ideas 

pocket-sized 
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Dataflow – Benefits 

• Implicit parallelism 

• Hardware-managed scheduling - Variable latency tolerance 

◦ Synchronization latency 

◦ Memory latency 

◦ (Global code motion) 

 

 

• We’ll consider dynamic dataflow (with “iteration”) here 

◦ Static dataflow is more limited 
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Classical Dynamic Dataflow machine 

 Dataflow – the Big Problem 

Token 

Matching 

Store 

PE PE PE 

(tag, value) 

(opcode, value1, value2, dest tag) 
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Managing the matching store 

Dataflow – the Big Problem 

• Depending on evaluation order, the number of partially-matched tokens may be unbounded 

 

• Abstract dataflow model does not provide a guide to evaluation order 

 

• In contrast, von Neumann model always has one instruction (at program counter) that can be 

executed to make progress with no extra storage 

◦ vN makes it easy to reuse memory locations 

◦ Allows the execution of unbounded-time problems on a finite-memory machine 

◦ Programmer can reason about machine requirements 
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Von Neumann + Dataflow hybrids 

• E.g. Iannucci, MIT *T 

Blocks of consecutive instructions with 
dataflow between them 

 

i.e. Control flow inside, Dataflow outside 

Raises the granularity of dataflow work, 
but does not solve the fundamental 
problem 
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High performance processors since mid-1990s 

Dataflow is dead – Long live Dataflow 
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Every high performance CPU is a dataflow CPU 

• Instruction-level dynamic scheduling within a sliding window of vN instructions 

• Multithreading to hide long latency memory 

• Implicit parallelism 

• Hardware-managed scheduling - Variable latency tolerance 

◦ Synchronization latency 

◦ Memory latency 

◦ (Global code motion) 

 

 

 

 

 

X 
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ISA opportunity 

• Conventional RISC/CISC instructions do not reflect the reality of out-of-order execution 

◦ In-order front-end reconstructs dataflow graph from the register-to-register encoding 

 

• A well matched ISA would… 

◦ Allow the compiler to express the dataflow that it knew all along 

◦ Preserve the high-level programming model for software compatibility 

 

• Benefits: 

◦ Improved performance / power / area for out-of-order processor 

◦ … with minimal architectural change to the software stack 
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An inverted dataflow + von Neumann hybrid? 

Blocks of dataflow instructions with control 
flow between them 

 

i.e. Dataflow flow inside, Control flow outside 

Forward dataflow edges 
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Conventional OOO pipeline vs. E2 simplifications  

Fetch & 
Decode 

Register File 

L1 I$ 
Issue 

Scheduler 
reservation 
stations  

Out-of-order fetch: 
no register renaming, 
no linear instruction 
dependence 

Directed (RAM) wakeup, 
not broadcast (CAM) 

Most results do not write 
to the register file 
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Future directions? 

• Performance / power / area range for E2 

◦ Down to microcontroller? 

◦ Up to server? 

• Programming model changes 

◦ Vector dataflow 

◦ Reintroduce higher-level dataflow constructs between tasks 
• What is a task? 

• How do they synchronize and exchange data? 

• What is the right balance of hardware and software in this process? 

• How to virtualize? 

◦ Convergence of dataflow and streams 

 

• Dataflow interaction with out-of-core accelerators 
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Speculation 

• Dataflow becomes interesting when technology allows massive parallelism 

• But, it needs some kind of guidance (“control flow”) above it 

 

• Current “big data” systems have massive parallelism at two scales: 

◦ Multi-billion transistor chips 

◦ Multi-thousand chips 

 

• Do we need a nested (control+data)+(control+data) model ? 

 

• Static dataflow is more restricted option 

◦ E.g. stream models 

Data center level Node level 
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